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1    Introduction 

This report describes the progress made during the first year of the TAP (Theater-scale 
Analysis Procedure) project. 

The TAP project primary objective is to develop robust analysis procedures to support 
the tactical user. These analysis procedures provide stable meteorological products for end 

users. 
The function of TAP is to use the optimal interpolation technique to combine background 

(i.e. a priori) information with observations of diverse type, quality, and density to produce 
analyses of meteorological fields. The TAP analysis configurations are optimized to initialize 
NWP models and to provide input for Electro-optical decision aids (EOTDAs). 

TAP is modular, and capable of utilizing a variety of background and data sources. This 
capability allows TAP to adapt to different theater meteorological support systems (TMSSs), 
run on different platforms and to satisfy different user requirements. TAP is configurable to 
a range of requirements, from first-in stand-alone capability to full Theater Weather Central 
(TWC) support. 

In the nominal case, background fields for TAP are obtained from short-term forecasts 
of a global NWP model. This requires established communication links, and a set of repre- 
sentative forecast error statistics (standard deviations and correlations). If timely forecasts 
are not available, older, longer-range forecasts can be used instead, which requires the use of 
modified error statistics. Finally, if no usable forecast data exist, a climatological background 
is used. 

During the first year of the project, work has proceeded along several separate fronts: 

• System design, prototyping, and unit testing 

• Data collection 

• System testing 

• Development of climatology database 

• Development of statistics database 

A preliminary system design was formulated, reviewed by internal and and external re- 
viewers, and partially implemented. A working prototype system has been implemented 
which contains all the major elements of the final system, with placeholders for those com- 
ponents that have not been prototyped according to the system design. Code development 
and unit testing are proceeding within the framework of this prototype system. The de- 
tails of the system design are not repeated here - they are provided in a separate contract 
deliverable. Preliminary results from this prototype system are shown in Section 5. 

System testing by outside users using real data is scheduled for the end of the second 
project year. To support this testing, as well as our internal system tests, we have be- 
gun collection of real data over the Eastern United States. A description of the collection 
procedures, supporting software, and the cases selected so far is given in Section 2. 

The climatology data required for the background have been collected and processed 
during the first year. This work is described in Section 3. 
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Finally, an extensive bibliography search was conducted to collect and select appropriate 
statistics for background and observation errors. A summary of the results of this work is 
given in Section 4. 

2.1    Data Sources and Collection Procedures 

Real data for system tests have been collected from a variety of sources. The selection of the 
data sources was driven by the competing requirements of ease of access and ingest of the 
data on the one hand, and adequate geographic«' coverage and representation of different 
background and data types on the other. Conventional (surface, ship, buoy, and upper air) 
data are collected and decoded using the Family of Services database and associated software 
on the AIMS (Air Force Interactive Meteorological System) system located at the Phillips 
Laboratory and operated by AER personnel. Direct-readout satellite data are collected 
from the NOAA and DMSP polar orbiters, using the AIMS ground station equipment. The 
direct-readout satellite data cover only the area visible from the satellite while transmitting 
to the ground station, which is centered over the East Coast of the United States. Because 
of this restriction, conventional data are only collected between latitudes 15° N and 60° N, 
and longitudes 45° W and 105° W. In addition, decoded off-shore data are collected from 
the National Data Buoy Center (NDBC) operated by NOAA using Internet connections. A 
variety of gridded model forecast and analysis fields are obtained from the anonymous NCEP 
ftp-server. The gridded fields obtained from NCEP are all in GRIB format, and software has 
been assembled and/or written to decode these data, ingest them into Splus, and display 
them over map backgrounds. The software was tested by comparing the displayed fields 
with independently obtained maps of the same fields. The conventional data is decoded into 
ASCII tables which are easy to ingest into Splus. The satellite direct-readout data will be 
processed using software installed on the AIMS ground station. The TOVS export package 
for obtaining temperature and moisture retrievals from the NOAA polar orbiter data was 
recently installed at PL; permission was obtained to use this package ;br the TAP project, 
and decoding and ingest into Splus will commence in the coming months. Software for 
performing statistical retrievals of the DMSP polar orbiter data still needs to be installed. 

2o2    Cases Collected 

2.2.1    6-7 March 1995 

Data have been collected for approximately a 24-hour period centered around 12 UTC 6 
March 1995. The synoptic situation on that day w.:-„ä characterized by an upper-level short- 
wave passing through the Northeastern United States and Canada, embedded in a southwest- 
erly upper-level flow. At the surface, this was accompanied by a weak low (central pressure 
around 1016 hPa) and rain over the Northeastern United States, snow over parts of Quebec 
and the Canadian Maritimes. Height analyses at 850 hPa are shown in Section 5. This 
case represents a typical moderate to weak winter/early spring storm over the Northeastern 
United States. 



2.2.2    2-3 August 1995 

A summertime case was selected to coincide with the landfall of hurricane Erin in Florida. 
Data were collected for the period 09 UTC 02 August 1995 - 03 UTC 03 August 1995. 
While most of the East Coast was dominated by high pressure and weak flow at all levels, 
hurricane Erin made landfall in central Florida (near Vero Beach) at 0545 UTC 2 August. 
While over the Carribean waters, this hurricane had maximum sustained winds of 85 mph, 
and a central pressure as low as 980 hPa. After landfall, winds dropped to below 70 mph and 
it was downgraded to Tropical Storm status. At 12 UTC, it was roughly centered over the 
Florida peninsula, and by 20 UTC its center had moved over the Gulf waters. It subsequently 
reintensified to hurricane strength and made landfall in the Florida panhandle (in Pensacola 
Beach) at 1530 UTC 3 August. A secondary feature of interest on this day are the remnants 
of tropical storm Dean, which were located over parts of Texas, Oklahoma, and Kansas, and 
which had caused widespread convective rain and flooding. 

3    Climatology Database 
Climatological fields of mean quantities and their standard deviations are needed within 
TAP to serve as a background field for the analysis in the case that a short-term forecast is 
not available. There are several different possible datasets that could be used for defining 
the mean and standard deviation fields. One set of statistics is available from the National 
Climatic Data Center (NCDC). They are individual monthly means and selected second mo- 
ments (variances and cross-products) of winds, height, temperature, and moisture at 9 levels 
between 1000 hPa and 50 hPa. The statistics were derived from the operational analyses of 
the National Meteorological Center (NMC). These Climate Diagnostics Data Base (CDDB) 
datasets are available from the present back to 1978 (1992 for specific humidity and temper- 
ature). Long-term climatologies have been computed from the CDDB monthly means for 
parts of the record: a 10-year climatology is available from the National Center for Atmo- 
spheric Research (NCAR), but only for the means of winds, temperature, and geopotential 
height. A 7-year climatology is also available, which includes the means and second moments 
of winds, temperature, height, and specific humidity. Because TAP requires statistics for 
relative humidity, none of these datasets fulfills our requirements. An alternative, readily 
available dataset was therefore used: a set of monthly means and variances going back over 
30 years, based on objectively analyzed radiosonde data. This dataset has been maintained 
by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory (GFDL) and is described in detail in Oort 
(1983 [Oor83]). As described in more detail in the next section, it contains information 
on relative and specific humidity, and has high resolution in the boundary layer (4 levels 
between 1000 hPa and 850 hPa). Because the analyses do not make use of any first guess 
or background information, they are most trustworthy over the well-sampled continents, 
whereas they are based on few data points over large oceanic regions. 

3.1    The Oort Radiosonde-Based Dataset 

The dataset is described in detail in Oort (1983). The input data used in our processing 
have the following characteristics: 



G Available statistics: Individual monthly means and variances for 1958-1994 

a Quantities: u,v (zonal and meridional wind), T (temperature), z (height), q (specific 
humidity), and RH (relative humidity) 

® Grid: 2.5° (latitude) x 5° (longitude) 

© Levels'(hPa): 1000, 950, 900, 850, 700, 500, 400, 300, 200, 100, 50 (q, RH only to 300 
hPa)' 

3L2    Gort Dataset Processing 

3.2.1 Computation of Long-Terrn Means and Variances 

A multi-year climatology was computed from the monthly means in the Oort climatology. All 
the variables listed above were processed, at all available levels, For each of the 12 months, 
the long-term mean of the monthly means, the long-term mean of the monthly variances, 
and the long-term variance of the monthly means were computed for each variable. When 
used as a background for an analysis, the expected error standard deviation of the mean field 
is computed as the square root of the sum of the long-term mean of the monthly variance 
and the long-term variance of the monthly mean. 

Most quantities were computed from a 31 year record (January 1959 - December 1989). 
Because input data were available for shorter periods, the climatology for all points south of 
15° S was computed from January 1964 - December 1989 (26 years), and the climatology of 
RH from January 1974 - December 1989 (16 years). 

Before averaging, known deficiencies of the data were removed. In particular, bad values 
of v at 1000 hPa for May 1978 at 75° longitude were replaced by interpolation between 70° 
and 80° longitude before averaging; negative values of positive definite quantities (variances 
of all fields, means of RH and q) were zeroed before averaging; and values at 180° E and 
180° W were averaged. 

3.2.2 Horizontal Smoothing and Quality Control 

Visual examination of the computed climatology revealed that further quality control was 
needed. In particular, there were some instances of large isolated maxima or minima in the 
fields (both the mean and interannual variance fields, indicating the presence of one or a 
few bad individual monthly means in the original data set). Excessively large ..nterannual 
variances were also found near the poles for some of the variables. 

The solution to both problems was to smooth all fields using a nonlinear running filter 
in the latitude and longitude directions (using the Splus smooth function). Following the 
smoothing, nonnegative definite quantities (q, RH, and all variances) were reset to be > 0 , 
and RH and the variance of RH were reset to be < 100 and < 10000, respectively. Before 
smoothing, the interannual variance was limited to no more than the smoothed long-term 
mean of the monthly variance. 



3.3    Sample Fields and Comparison with CDDB Climatology 

Selected fields and levels of the smoothed Oort climatology are shown in Figure 1 for January. 
For geopotential height, specific humidity, and temperature, shaded plots of the mean are 
shown with overlaid contours of the standard deviation. In the case of the winds, vector 
plots of the mean wind field are shown with standard deviations of the vector wind error 
(computed from the sum of the variances of the wind components). All four plots are shown 
for 1000 hPa, 500 hPa, and 300 hPa. Only the height and winds are shown for 50 hPa. 

Figure 1: Oort climatology maps for January. Mean and standard deviations of geopotential 
(panels a, e, i, m), vector winds (panels b, f, j, n), specific humidity (panels c, g, k), and 
temperature (panels d, h, 1) at 1000 hPa (panels a-d), 500 hPa (panels e-h), 300 hPa (panels 
i-1), and 50 hPa (panels m-n). This figure contained in 7 pages is attached. 

As is to be expected, the mean fields have a generally smooth appearance, but they 
clearly contain the salient features of the general circulation: the major baroclinic zone in 
the tropospheric midlatitudes is evident in the height and temperature maps, and coincides 
with the belt of strong westerlies. The major regions of cyclogenesis along the east coasts 
of North America and Asia are associated with a trough in the mean fields. Maxima in the 
standard deviations are located downwind from the troughs, along the major storm tracks. 

The corresponding set of figures for July are shown in Figure 2. They show the typical 
shift of the strongest baroclinic activity to the Southern Hemisphere. The maps of spe- 
cific humidity clearly show the effects of the Indian monsoon, in the form of a pronounced 
maximum of the mean and standard deviation over the area. 

Figure 2: Oort climatology maps for July. See Figure 1 for a description of plotted quantities 
and numbering of panels. 

The gross features of the mean atmospheric state as defined by the Oort climatology 
can also be seen in the meridional cross sections of zonal mean temperature and zonal wind 
shown in Figure 3. The meridional gradient of temperature, the location and strength of the 
jet stream, and their variation with the seasons all follow the expected pattern. 

Figure 3: Oort climatology meridional cross sections. Zonal mean temperature (shaded) and 
zonal wind (contours) for January (a) and July (b). This figure is attached. 

For purposes of comparison and validation of the climatology dataset computed here, we 
present horizontal maps for July for the 7-year CDDB climatology dataset obtained from 
NCAR in Figure 4. Because moisture and temperature data are not available above 500 
hPa in this dataset, these fields are not shown at 300 hPa. Comparison with Figure 2 shows 
similarities in all the major circulation features. The effects of the smoothing of the Oort 
climatology are evident by the somewhat noisier appearance of the mean and particularly 
the standard deviation fields in the CDDB data. The meridional cross sections shown in 
Figure 5 exhibit even fewer differences from the corresponding Oort climatology plots. 



Figure 4: CDDB climatology maps for July. Mean and standard deviations of geopotential 
(panels a, e, i, k), vector winds (panels b, f, j, 1), specific humidity (panels c, g), and 
temperature (panels d5 h) at 1000 hPa (panels a-d), 500 hPa (panels e-h), 300 hPa (panels 
i-j), and 50 hPa (panels k-1). This figure contained in 6-pages is attached. 

Figure 5: CDDB climatology meridional cross sections. Zonal mean temperature (shaded) 
and zonal wind (contours) for January (a) and July (b). This figure is attached. 

In summary, then, both a subjective evaluation and comparison with an independent cli- 
matology dataset confirm that the Oort climatology dataset derived here provides reasonable 
values of the required quantities. 

Inherent in the modular and extensible design of TAP is the separation of the 01 algorithm 
from the underlying observation and error statistics. The latter are specified through tables 
that can be tailored to the specific needs if the TAP application. An important part of the 
TAP project is the development of a statistical data base from which appropriate tables can 
be selected for different backgrounds, geographic areas, and observing systems. 

Correlations of both forecast and observational errors are assumed to be separable and 
horizontally homogeneous. The error covariances are decomposed in the standard 01 fashion: 

•-^xy   —  Jx3ylVlxyl Vj xy 

where x and y are observed or forecast variables at observation or analysis locations; Cxy is 
the covariance between the errors of x and y; Sx is the standard deviation associated with 
x; Sy is the standard deviation associated with y; Mxy is the horizontal correlation between 
the errors of x and y, and Nxy is the vertical correlation between the errors of x and y. In 
practice, for global analyses the horizontal and vertical correlations may be allowed to vary 
slowly with vertical and horizontal location. In TAP, they vary geographically as well, but 
are fixed for a particular case, as decribed here: the horizontal correlations Mxy depend on 
distance and mean pressure and vertical correlations Nxy depend on the two pressures. To 
be precise, Mxy is represented by a set of 1-way tables in terms of horizontal distance, for 
different mean pressure levels, and Nxy is a set of 2-way tables in terms of the two pressures. 
In any particular case, these tables are interpolated as needed. The tables themselves are 
external to the analysis procedures. Observations of different type are assumed uncorrelated. 
Different tables are specified for each different observation and background type. For any 
analysis domain, appropriate versions of Mxy and Nxy are used. For some backgrounds and 
observation types, TAP includes different versions of the correlation tables, appropriate for 
the tropics and extratropics or for the continental and maritime situations. A single one 
of these is chosen when the analysis segment starts. Estimated prediction error standard 
deviations are also assumed to be constant in the horizontal in the 01 development, but are 
often specified as a function of position. In TAP, background error standard deviations are 



either obtained as a gridded field (in the case of a climatology background), or specified for 
different geographical regions. In the latter case, a single set of standard deviations is chosen 

for the analysis domain. 
To be truly optimal, 01 requires perfect statistics. However, estimating the error statistics 

for the 01 analysis requires some compromises. For this reason 01 is never truly optimal 
and is often called statistical interpolation. The basic approach to estimating the required 
statistics is to collocate everything with radiosondes, collect statistics over time, make many 
(reasonable) assumptions and deduce various relationships between the statistics (Lorenc 
1981; Thiebaux and Pedder 1987 [Lor81, ThiP87]). 

The radiosonde errors are considered known, While there have been some explicit studies 
of the accuracy of radiosondes, it is noted that for the purpose of analysis, scales of variability 
smaller than the scale of the analysis are usually considered to be noise. Long time periods 
are desirable to get decent sample sizes for meteorological observations, because temporal 
correlations reduce the effective sample size considerably. The data are optionally stratified 
by season to assure stationarity. Collection of data over several years for a given season is 

desirable. 
Unfortunately, for the case of forecast model statistics, models do not stay fixed for long 

lengths of time. However, modest samples are adequate, considering the simplifications and 
assumptions made in modeling the statistics. The correlation models employed are quite 
simple, and the forecast error standard deviations are generally modeled by simple evolution 
models using empirically determined growth rates and initial conditions from the estimated 

analysis errors. 
The analysis and forecast error magnitudes and their variations with location, season 

and length of forecast have been studied by many operational centers and researchers (e.g., 
Lorenz 1982 [Lor82]). The correlation structure of short term (generally 6 hour) forecast 
errors have also been documented by many centers (Mitchell et a/., 1990; Bartello and 
Mitchell, 1992; Thiebaux et al. 1990 [MitCC+90, BarM92, ThiMW90]). At longer ranges 
much of the research on forecast errors has centered on evaluating model biases, but the 
operational archives contain large amounts of data, upon which a retrospective study of the 
forecast error correlations at longer terms (12 to 48 hours) might be based. 

During the first year of the TAP project, we have conducted an extensive literature survey 
and assembled a set of appropriate references for the statistics of forecast model errors, 
observation errors, and deviations from climatology. An inventory of all references used 
in our literature survey was constructed, containing a description of the type of statistical 
information available from each reference. Iu the following section, information from this 
inventory is organized by the type of statistics, with a brief description of the most relevant 
references for each type of statistic. Following this overview of error statistics references, the 
statistics selected for the baseline version of TAP are described in more detail 

4.1     Overview of Relevant Error Statistics References 

4.1.1    Forecast Model Errors 

4.1.1.1    Standard Deviations 



[BarM92]: Figure of Canadian Meteorological Centre operational model errors of heights 
and winds as a function of pressure. 

[Be'n89]: tables of background error standard deviations of height, temperature, relative 
.   humidity, and wind used in the MAPS (now called the Rapid Update Cycle, or RUC) 

isentropic analysis system. The background is NMC's 12-hour NGM forecast. 

[BenSM+91, Car91, BevS94]: provide updated values for the statistics in [Ben89] for 
3-hour forecasts from the RUC forecast model, for Montgomery potential, pressure, 
winds, and humidity (condensation pressure). 

[Ber79s McPB"K-f-79]: NMC global prediction model errors for temperature, winds, and 
specific humidity at mandatory pressure levels. Prediction error growth rates for NMC 

global model. 

[DeyM85]: NMC global spectral model 6-hour forecast errors for temperature and winds 
at 12 mandatory pressure levels, for the extratropics and tropics. 

[HolL863 LonH86]: ECMWF global grid point model 6-hour forecast errors for winds, 
height, and virtual temperature. 

[Lor813 LonSU92]: ECMWF forecast errors used in the ECMWF 01 for heights, winds, 
humidity, and thickness, separately for extratropics and tropics. 

[GoeP93]: NOGAPS global 6-hour forecast errors used in the Navy 01 for height, wind, 
and thickness. 

4.1.1.2    Horizontal Correlations 

[Ben89]? Second-order autocorrelation function fits of correlation on isentropic surfaces for 
NMC's 12-hour NGM forecast. 

[Car91, SchC91s BevS94]: provide updated values for the correlations on isentropic sur- 
faces for 3-hour forecasts from the RUC forecast model, for Montgomery potential, 
pressure, winds, and humidity (condensation pressure). 

[DeyM85]: Functional fits for height and humidity error correlations. 

[BarM92]: Figure of Canadian Meteorological Centre operational forecast model error cor- 
relations for 250 mb winds and 700 mb heights. Sample 2-d and 3-d correlation plots 
for heights, winds, height-winds. 

[H0IL86, Lon'H86]; ECMWF global grid point model 6-hour forecast error correlations for 
longitudinal and transverse winds, height, and wind-height cross-correlations. 

[Lor812 LonSU92]: ECMWF forecast error correlations used in the ECMWF 01 for heights, 
longitudinal and transverse winds, height-wind cross-correlations, humidity, and thick- 
ness, separately for extratropics and tropics. 

[GoeP93]: NOGAPS global 6-hour forecast error correlations for heights, transverse and 
longitudinal winds, and height-wind cross-correlations. 
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4.1.1.3    Vertical Correlations 

[Ben89]: Vertical correlation matrix for u-component of wind for NMC's 12-hour NGM 

forecast. 

[DeyM85]: Functional fits for height error correlations. 

[BarM92]: Canadian Meteorological Centre operational forecast model vertical error cor- 
relations for height, wind, and height-wind correlations. 

[H0IL86, LonH86]: ECMWF global grid point model 6-hour forecast errors vertical cor- 
relations for longitudinal and transverse winds, and height. 

[LonSU92]: ECMWF forecast error correlations used in the ECMWF 01 for heights and 
longitudinal and transverse winds. 

[GoeP93]: NOG APS global 6-hour forecast error vertical correlations for heights and trans- 
verse and longitudinal winds. 

4.1.2 Climatology Background Errors 

4.1.2.1 Standard Deviations Background error standard deviations for the climatol- 
ogy background are obtained from the climatological variance itself, which is available in 

gridded form (see Section 3). 

4.1.2.2 Horizontal Correlations 

[Bue71, Bue72]: Plots and functional fits of 500 mb and 200 mb wind and height correla- 
tion for summer and winter over Northern Hemisphere continents. 

[JulT75, Thi75, Thi76, Thi775 Thi85]: 500 mb height, temperature, and wind correla- 
tions and functional fits. 

[RamKS73]: 500 mb wind correlations over Indian region. 

4.1.2.3 Vertical Correlations No references have been found with tables or functional 
fits for vertical correlations of climatology background errors. However, numerous datasets 
exist from which this information has already been and easily can be computed. 

4.1.3 Observation Errors 

4.1.3.1    Standard Deviations 

[Ben89]: OESDs for height, temperature, relative humidity, and wind for rawinsonde, pro- 
filer, aircraft, and surface observations. 

[Car9l]: rawinsonde OESDs for Montgomery potential, pressure, winds, and humidity (con- 
densation pressure) at several isentropic levels. 
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[Ber79]: Temperature and wind errors for rawinsonde, aircraft, satellite retrievals, and cloud 

drift winds. 

[DeyM85]: Temperature and wind errors for rawinsonde, aircraft, satellite retrievals, and 

cloud drift winds. 

[LonSU92]: Temperature, height, thickness, wind, and humidity errors for rawinsonde, 
aircraft, satellite retrievals, and cloud drift winds, surface observations, drifting buoys, 

and pilot balloons. 

[LorSl]: Temperature, height, thickness, and wind errors for rawinsonde and aircraft ob- 

servations. 

[GoeP93]s Temperature, height, thickness, and wind errors for rawinsonde, aircraft, satel- 
lite retrievals, cloud drift winds, and surface observations. 

4.1.3.2 Horizontal Correlations 

[DeyM85]: horizontal correlations of satellite retrieved thickness errors. 

[LonSU92]: horizontal correlations of satellite retrieved thickness errors. 

4.1.3.3 Vertical Correlations 

[Ber79]: Rawinsonde error vertical correlations for winds and geopotential. Satellite height 
error correlations. 

[HolL865 LonH86]: Rawinsonde error vertical correlations for winds, geopotential, and 
thickness. 

[LonSU92]: Rawinsonde error vertical correlations for geopotential, satellite retrieval thick- 
ness error vertical correlation. 

[GoeP93]: Radiosonde height error vertical correlation. 

4.2    Tap Baseline Error Statistics References 

The error statistics for the baseline version of TAP rely most heavily on the statistics used in 
NOGAPS (Goerss and Phoebus, 1993 [GoeP93]). The primary reason is that the most likely 
scenario for a TAP implementation is for global forecast model background fields obtained 
from the Navy NOGAPS model. The NOGAPS model error statistics are thus most relevant 
to TAP. Furthermore, the Navy NOGAPS system is a state of the art operational syster i 
with recent and fairly complete and accessible documentation. These statistics have been 
supplemented where needed with information from other sources from the above list, in 
most cases from the ECMWF documentation found in Lönnberg et al. (1992 [LonSU92]). 
Elements for which no source has yet been selected have been marked by "TBD". Where 
no entry for correlations exists, autocorrelations are assumed to be zero except at zero 
separation, and crosscorrelations are assumed to be zero. At present, a final selection of 
background error statistics for climatology has not been made. 
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4.2.1 Forecast Model Errors 

4.2.1.1 Standard Deviations These standard deviations have all been derived from 
comparisons with radiosonde data over well-sampled regions. As a possible enhancement, 
these values could be inflated by an appropriate error growth rate over data-sparse regions. 

height: [GoeP93, Tables on p. 41] 

temperature: TBD 

thickness: computed from height error covariances 

winds: [GoeP93, Tables on p. 41] 

relative humidity: [LonSU92, p.3.5] 

4.2.1.2 Horizontal Correlations 

height: [GoeP93, eq. 30, p.12-13] 

thickness: computed from height error covariances 

winds: [GoeP93, eq. 31-41, p.13-14] 

height-winds crosscorrelations: [GoeP93, eq. 31-41, p.13-14] 

relative humidity: [LonSU92, p. 3.5] 

4.2.1.3 Vertical Correlations 

height: [GoeP93, p.18] 

thickness: computed from height error covariances 

winds: [GoeP93, p.18] 

4.2.2 Observation Errors 

The observation errors in these references have not been adjusted for the representational 
error (i.e., the representational error has not been separated from the instrument error). 
This is left as an enhancement to the statistical database. 
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4.2.2.1 Standard Deviations 

rawinsonde: height: [GoeP93, Tables on p.41] 

temperatures TBD 

thickness: computed from height error covariances 

winds: [GoeP93, Tables on p.41] 

relative humidity: [LonSU92, p.3.1] 

aircraft winds: [GoeP93, Tables on p.41] 

satellite retrievals: thickness: [GoeP93, Tables on p.41] 

temperature: [LonSU92, p.2.36] 

relative humidity: [LonSU92, p.3.4] 

cloud drift winds: [GoeP93, Tables on p.41] 

surface observations: height: [LonSU92, p. 2.35] 

relative humidity: [LonSU92, p.3.1-3.3] 

4.2.2.2 Horizontal Correlations 

satellite thickness: [LonSU92, p. 2.37] 

cloud drift wind: TBD 

4.2.2.3 Vertical Correlations 

rawinsonde height: [GoeP93, p. 17] 

satellite thickness: [LonSU92, p. 2.39] 

5    Prototype System Development 
The algorithm prototyping during the first year of the TAP project has resulted in a prelim- 
inary end-to-end analysis system, from setup functions (selection of analysis points, back- 
ground and data sources), preprocessing, analysis, postprocessing, to graphical display. The 
analysis is limited to a scalar analysis at this point, and some parts of the full system design 
are either replaced by Splus library functions or omitted until they are coded and unit tested. 
The system at this stage is capable of ingesting climatological or forecast background fields 
on a large variety of grids, and conventional upper air data. 

End-to-end tests of this prototype have been performed using the real data collected for 
the 6 March 1995 case. The ETA-model 12-hour forecast of 850 hPa height valid at 12 
UTC 6 March 1995 is shown in Figure 6 over a portion of the native ETA model grid. The 
same field is shown in the bottom panel of the figure after interpolation to a hypothetic 
analysis grid, which, in this case, is a polar stereographic grid rotated with respect to the 
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ETA model grid. A comparison of the analysis values produced by the prototype system 
with the radiosonde observations plotted in Figure 6 demonstrate the success of the analysis 
procedure: the first guess is modified toward a closer agreement with the observations. The 
plot of the analysis increments in Figure 6 allows a closer examination of the modification 
of the background field. The magnitude of the increments are controlled by the choice of 
the observation and background error standard deviations. For this system test, radiosonde 
errors were set at approximately half the forecast error magnitude. 

Figure 6: Eta-based analysis plots. The 12-hr ETA-model forecast of 85U hPa for 12 UTC 
6 March 1995 is shown on a portion of the native model grid (a) and the chosen analysis 
grid (b). Also shown are a contour plot of the analysis overlaid over a station plot of the 
radiosonde observations (c), and a contour plot of the analysis increments (d). This figure 
contained in 4 pages is attached. 

A second set of plots is shown in Figure 7 for the case when climatology is used as 
the background. As in Figure 6, the background field of 850 hPa height over the area 
is shown on the native grid of the background field (in this case, the lat-lon grid of the 
climatological data base), and after interpolation to the same analysis grid used in Figure 6. 
As is to be expected, this background field is more nearly zonal, and completely lacks the 
low pressure system over Southern Canada. The analysis shown in Figure 7 more closely 
resembles the ETA-based analysis shown in Figure 6, although the effects of the smooth 
background are still visible in the form of less intense low centers and larger differences from 
the observations. The analysis increments shown in Figure 7 are much larger than those in 
Figure 6, both because the observation increments are larger, and because the analysis drew 
closer to the observations (observation errors were assumed to be 4-7 times smaller than 
background errors). 

Figure 7: Climatology-based analysis plots. The climatology background of 850 hPa for 12 
UTC 6 March 1995 is shown on a portion of the lat-lon grid and the chosen analysis grid. 
Also shown are a contour plot of the analysis overlaid over a station plot of the radiosonde 
observations, and a contour plot of the analysis increments. This figure is attached. 
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